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an increase in CFC emissions resulting from the decommissioning 
of buildings is anticipated to occur initially in developed countries 
in which most CFC-11 was used in the 1970s. However, atmospheric 
measurements suggest, for example, a decline in US emissions from 
2008 to 2014, which is consistent with inventories23 (a qualitative 
update suggests no substantial increases in emission after 2014). If 
reported production values are accurate, our results would require 
a doubling in the fractional release rate from CFC banks over the 
past 15 years and a substantial increase in emissions from banks 
since 2012, both of which seem improbable (Fig. 2b; Extended  
Data Fig. 9).

Inadvertent CFC-11 production is also possible from the fluorination 
of chlorinated methanes (for example, to produce HCFC-22), although 
we would expect this amount to be fairly small and that most, if not 
all, of the CFC-11 produced in this manner would be captured and 
recycled or destroyed.

These considerations suggest that the increased CFC-11 emis-
sions arise from new production not reported to UNEP’s Ozone 
Secretariat, which is inconsistent with the agreed phase-out of CFC 
production in the Montreal Protocol by 2010. Increased CFC-11 
emissions augment the long-lived chlorine burden of the atmosphere 
and stratospheric ozone depletion rates. The recent emission increase 
has slowed the decline in total tropospheric chlorine by around 3 
p.p.t. yr−1 (approximately 22% considering 2008 to 2013 mean rate1) 
over the past three years. Other threats to stratospheric ozone that 
have been identified recently are substantially smaller24 or relate to 
influences that could be reversed on short timescales11,25. This is the 
first time that emissions of one of the three most abundant, long-
lived CFCs have increased for a sustained period since production 
controls took effect in the late 1980s. A delay in ozone recovery and 
enhanced climate forcing is anticipated, with an overall importance 
depending on the trajectory of CFC-11 emissions and concentrations 
in the future.

Online content
Any Methods, including any statements of data availability and Nature Research 
reporting summaries, along with any additional references and Source Data files, 
are available in the online version of the paper at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-
018-0106-2.
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Fig. 4 | Rates of change and hemispheric differences in the mole 
fraction of CFC-11. a, Global rates of change of CFC-11 derived from 
observed (red symbols and lines; shaded region indicates 1 s.d. of 3-yr 
running mean in observations) or simulated (blue, green, black lines) mole 
fractions. Simulations were performed using the Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM) CCM, the MERRA2 reanalysis meteorology (MERRA, 
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications), and 
emission histories either from the three-box model (blue lines labelled 
E1) or E1 emissions kept constant at the 2012 rate after 2012 (green lines 
labelled CE). The simulation with the latest WMO emission projection1 
based on observations until the end of 2012 using the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and MERRA1 reanalysis is shown 
as the black line. Simulations were also performed with 2012 dynamics 
applied to years after 2012 (dashed blue and green lines, labelled FD for 
fixed dynamics). b, The change since 2010 in observed and simulated 

hemispheric mole fraction difference (north minus south) relative to 
the 2010–2012 mean (note expanded x-axis scale). Colours in common 
with panel a refer to results obtained with those same methodologies, 
although only flask results are considered in b. CCM-simulation results 
are labelled as x/y/z, where x refers to how global emissions derived from 
the three-box model were distributed spatially (E1 = Emission1, and so on; 
see Methods), y refers to the reanalysis meteorology (M2, MERRA2; M1, 
MERRA1) and z refers to the model used. Additional dotted grey lines in 
b represent results from simulations with CAM and MERRA2 in which 
the entire post-2012 emission increase derived in the three-box model 
was distributed evenly throughout Europe, the United States (US) or Asia 
(see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8). Observations are from flasks 
analysed by GC–ECD (red line, unfilled diamonds), GC–MS (red line, 
filled circles) and, in a only, in situ instrumentation (red line). 
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The Montreal Protocol was designed to protect the stratospheric 
ozone layer by enabling reductions in the abundance of ozone-
depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in the 
atmosphere1–3. The reduction in the atmospheric concentration 
of trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11) has made the second-largest 
contribution to the decline in the total atmospheric concentration 
of ozone-depleting chlorine since the 1990s1. However, CFC-11 still 
contributes one-quarter of all chlorine reaching the stratosphere, 
and a timely recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer depends 
on a sustained decline in CFC-11 concentrations1. Here we show 
that the rate of decline of atmospheric CFC-11 concentrations 
observed at remote measurement sites was constant from 2002 to 
2012, and then slowed by about 50 per cent after 2012. The observed 
slowdown in the decline of CFC-11 concentration was concurrent 
with a 50 per cent increase in the mean concentration difference 
observed between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and 
also with the emergence of strong correlations at the Mauna Loa 
Observatory between concentrations of CFC-11 and other chemicals 
associated with anthropogenic emissions. A simple model analysis 
of our findings suggests an increase in CFC-11 emissions of 13 ± 5 
gigagrams per year (25 ± 13 per cent) since 2012, despite reported 
production being close to zero4 since 2006. Our three-dimensional 
model simulations confirm the increase in CFC-11 emissions, 
but indicate that this increase may have been as much as 50 per 
cent smaller as a result of changes in stratospheric processes or 
dynamics. The increase in emission of CFC-11 appears unrelated 
to past production; this suggests unreported new production, which 
is inconsistent with the Montreal Protocol agreement to phase out 
global CFC production by 2010.

Global production for dispersive uses of CFCs, the class of chemicals 
contributing most to atmospheric chlorine, was fully phased out4 by 
2010. In the absence of production, steady declines in CFC emissions 
are expected as the reservoir of chemicals remaining in existing equip-
ment and products (CFC ‘banks’) gradually escapes to the atmosphere 
and diminishes. Declines in atmospheric concentrations follow when 
emission becomes smaller than atmospheric destruction. Expectations 
for the concentration of stratospheric ozone to return to 1980 levels by 
the middle of the 21st century rely on the continued decline in emis-
sions and atmospheric concentrations (or mole fractions) of ozone-de-
pleting gases, particularly CFCs.

For CFC-12 and CFC-113, two of the three most abundant CFCs, 
measured declines in atmospheric mole fractions over the past two 
decades have slowly approached lifetime-limited rates, which is con-
sistent with diminishing production, emission and banks. Hemispheric 
mole-fraction differences, which arise because emissions are predom-
inantly from the Northern Hemisphere, were also approaching zero1.

For CFC-11, this conceptual framework explains the atmospheric 
changes observed from 1995 to 2002 reasonably well: production 
dropped below annual emissions, and the bank of CFC-11 (1,420 Gg in 

2008, mostly in foams5) diminished, resulting in fewer emissions each 
year (Extended Data Table 1). After 2002, as reported production for all 
uses gradually decreased to zero, atmospheric rates of decline were pro-
jected to accelerate by a factor of 1.5 to 2 in response to the more rapid 
depletion of the CFC-11 foam bank6,7 (Figs. 1, 2). However, accelerated 
atmospheric rates of decline were not observed: global CFC-11 mole 
fractions declined at a steady year-to-year rate1,8 of −2.1 ± 0.3 (1 s.d.) 
p.p.t. yr−1 (or −0.85 ± 0.10% yr−1) in the decade after 2002 (p.p.t., 
parts per 1012; Fig. 1), which suggests a gap in our understanding of  
CFC-11 sources and sinks since the early 2000s.

The gap between expectations and observations widened substan-
tially after 2012, when CFC-11 global mole fractions began decreasing 
even more slowly. In recent data (from mid-2015 to mid-2017), the 
mean rate of change for CFC-11 (−1.0 ± 0.2 p.p.t. yr−1, or −0.4 ± 0.1% 
yr−1) was about 50% slower than that observed during 2002–2012; 
it also was much slower than has been recently projected7 (Fig. 1). 
This slowdown was observed by all three measurement systems at 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
and it was accompanied by a 50% increase in the mean hemispheric 
mole-fraction difference measured for CFC-11 (Fig. 1, Extended Data 
Fig. 1). The last time that hemispheric differences and global rates of 
change of these magnitudes were observed for CFC-11 was nearly two 
decades ago (Fig. 1b, c). Other long-lived gases do not show changes in 
global rates or hemispheric differences that are as large or as sustained 
as those observed for CFC-11 (Extended Data Fig. 2).

For long-lived chemicals emitted primarily in the Northern 
Hemisphere, concentration differences between hemispheres are highly 
correlated with global emission rates, although these differences are also 
influenced by rates of air exchange between the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres and any hemispheric asymmetry in stratosphere– 
troposphere exchange (STE)9. Our analysis of other anthropogeni-
cally produced and emitted gases suggests no appreciable weakening 
in tropospheric Northern–Southern Hemisphere exchange in recent 
years (Extended Data Fig. 3), which indicates that the recent changes 
observed uniquely for CFC-11 are most likely to arise from a sustained 
increase in the net flux of CFC-11 to the troposphere of the Northern 
Hemisphere.

The slower global decline in CFC-11 mole fractions after 2012  
represents a perturbation of around 20% in the balance of CFC-11 
sources and sinks. When considered together, the observational 
evidence suggests an increase in CFC-11 emission in the Northern 
Hemisphere, a decrease in stratospheric loss rates or reduced STE  
primarily in the Northern Hemisphere, or some combination of these 
effects. When analysed with a three- or twelve-box model and con-
stant tropospheric and STE dynamics, measured global atmospheric 
changes suggest a steady decrease in emissions in the 15 years before 
2002 from a late-1980s peak of about 350 Gg yr−1; relatively constant 
emissions from 2002 to 2012 at 54 ± 3 Gg yr−1; and a mean emission 
rate during 2014–2016 of 67 ± 3 Gg yr−1, which is 13 ± 5 Gg yr−1  

1Global Monitoring Division, Earth System Research Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, CO, USA. 2Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental 
Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA. 3Chemical Sciences Division, Earth System Research Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, CO, USA. 4A/gent 
Consultancy BV, Venlo, The Netherlands. 5School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK. 6United Kingdom Met Office, Exeter, UK. *e-mail: Stephen.A.Montzka@noaa.gov
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an increase in CFC emissions resulting from the decommissioning 
of buildings is anticipated to occur initially in developed countries 
in which most CFC-11 was used in the 1970s. However, atmospheric 
measurements suggest, for example, a decline in US emissions from 
2008 to 2014, which is consistent with inventories23 (a qualitative 
update suggests no substantial increases in emission after 2014). If 
reported production values are accurate, our results would require 
a doubling in the fractional release rate from CFC banks over the 
past 15 years and a substantial increase in emissions from banks 
since 2012, both of which seem improbable (Fig. 2b; Extended  
Data Fig. 9).

Inadvertent CFC-11 production is also possible from the fluorination 
of chlorinated methanes (for example, to produce HCFC-22), although 
we would expect this amount to be fairly small and that most, if not 
all, of the CFC-11 produced in this manner would be captured and 
recycled or destroyed.

These considerations suggest that the increased CFC-11 emis-
sions arise from new production not reported to UNEP’s Ozone 
Secretariat, which is inconsistent with the agreed phase-out of CFC 
production in the Montreal Protocol by 2010. Increased CFC-11 
emissions augment the long-lived chlorine burden of the atmosphere 
and stratospheric ozone depletion rates. The recent emission increase 
has slowed the decline in total tropospheric chlorine by around 3 
p.p.t. yr−1 (approximately 22% considering 2008 to 2013 mean rate1) 
over the past three years. Other threats to stratospheric ozone that 
have been identified recently are substantially smaller24 or relate to 
influences that could be reversed on short timescales11,25. This is the 
first time that emissions of one of the three most abundant, long-
lived CFCs have increased for a sustained period since production 
controls took effect in the late 1980s. A delay in ozone recovery and 
enhanced climate forcing is anticipated, with an overall importance 
depending on the trajectory of CFC-11 emissions and concentrations 
in the future.
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reporting summaries, along with any additional references and Source Data files, 
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Fig. 4 | Rates of change and hemispheric differences in the mole 
fraction of CFC-11. a, Global rates of change of CFC-11 derived from 
observed (red symbols and lines; shaded region indicates 1 s.d. of 3-yr 
running mean in observations) or simulated (blue, green, black lines) mole 
fractions. Simulations were performed using the Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM) CCM, the MERRA2 reanalysis meteorology (MERRA, 
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications), and 
emission histories either from the three-box model (blue lines labelled 
E1) or E1 emissions kept constant at the 2012 rate after 2012 (green lines 
labelled CE). The simulation with the latest WMO emission projection1 
based on observations until the end of 2012 using the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and MERRA1 reanalysis is shown 
as the black line. Simulations were also performed with 2012 dynamics 
applied to years after 2012 (dashed blue and green lines, labelled FD for 
fixed dynamics). b, The change since 2010 in observed and simulated 

hemispheric mole fraction difference (north minus south) relative to 
the 2010–2012 mean (note expanded x-axis scale). Colours in common 
with panel a refer to results obtained with those same methodologies, 
although only flask results are considered in b. CCM-simulation results 
are labelled as x/y/z, where x refers to how global emissions derived from 
the three-box model were distributed spatially (E1 = Emission1, and so on; 
see Methods), y refers to the reanalysis meteorology (M2, MERRA2; M1, 
MERRA1) and z refers to the model used. Additional dotted grey lines in 
b represent results from simulations with CAM and MERRA2 in which 
the entire post-2012 emission increase derived in the three-box model 
was distributed evenly throughout Europe, the United States (US) or Asia 
(see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8). Observations are from flasks 
analysed by GC–ECD (red line, unfilled diamonds), GC–MS (red line, 
filled circles) and, in a only, in situ instrumentation (red line). 
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The Montreal Protocol was designed to protect the stratospheric 
ozone layer by enabling reductions in the abundance of ozone-
depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in the 
atmosphere1–3. The reduction in the atmospheric concentration 
of trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11) has made the second-largest 
contribution to the decline in the total atmospheric concentration 
of ozone-depleting chlorine since the 1990s1. However, CFC-11 still 
contributes one-quarter of all chlorine reaching the stratosphere, 
and a timely recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer depends 
on a sustained decline in CFC-11 concentrations1. Here we show 
that the rate of decline of atmospheric CFC-11 concentrations 
observed at remote measurement sites was constant from 2002 to 
2012, and then slowed by about 50 per cent after 2012. The observed 
slowdown in the decline of CFC-11 concentration was concurrent 
with a 50 per cent increase in the mean concentration difference 
observed between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and 
also with the emergence of strong correlations at the Mauna Loa 
Observatory between concentrations of CFC-11 and other chemicals 
associated with anthropogenic emissions. A simple model analysis 
of our findings suggests an increase in CFC-11 emissions of 13 ± 5 
gigagrams per year (25 ± 13 per cent) since 2012, despite reported 
production being close to zero4 since 2006. Our three-dimensional 
model simulations confirm the increase in CFC-11 emissions, 
but indicate that this increase may have been as much as 50 per 
cent smaller as a result of changes in stratospheric processes or 
dynamics. The increase in emission of CFC-11 appears unrelated 
to past production; this suggests unreported new production, which 
is inconsistent with the Montreal Protocol agreement to phase out 
global CFC production by 2010.

Global production for dispersive uses of CFCs, the class of chemicals 
contributing most to atmospheric chlorine, was fully phased out4 by 
2010. In the absence of production, steady declines in CFC emissions 
are expected as the reservoir of chemicals remaining in existing equip-
ment and products (CFC ‘banks’) gradually escapes to the atmosphere 
and diminishes. Declines in atmospheric concentrations follow when 
emission becomes smaller than atmospheric destruction. Expectations 
for the concentration of stratospheric ozone to return to 1980 levels by 
the middle of the 21st century rely on the continued decline in emis-
sions and atmospheric concentrations (or mole fractions) of ozone-de-
pleting gases, particularly CFCs.

For CFC-12 and CFC-113, two of the three most abundant CFCs, 
measured declines in atmospheric mole fractions over the past two 
decades have slowly approached lifetime-limited rates, which is con-
sistent with diminishing production, emission and banks. Hemispheric 
mole-fraction differences, which arise because emissions are predom-
inantly from the Northern Hemisphere, were also approaching zero1.

For CFC-11, this conceptual framework explains the atmospheric 
changes observed from 1995 to 2002 reasonably well: production 
dropped below annual emissions, and the bank of CFC-11 (1,420 Gg in 

2008, mostly in foams5) diminished, resulting in fewer emissions each 
year (Extended Data Table 1). After 2002, as reported production for all 
uses gradually decreased to zero, atmospheric rates of decline were pro-
jected to accelerate by a factor of 1.5 to 2 in response to the more rapid 
depletion of the CFC-11 foam bank6,7 (Figs. 1, 2). However, accelerated 
atmospheric rates of decline were not observed: global CFC-11 mole 
fractions declined at a steady year-to-year rate1,8 of −2.1 ± 0.3 (1 s.d.) 
p.p.t. yr−1 (or −0.85 ± 0.10% yr−1) in the decade after 2002 (p.p.t., 
parts per 1012; Fig. 1), which suggests a gap in our understanding of  
CFC-11 sources and sinks since the early 2000s.

The gap between expectations and observations widened substan-
tially after 2012, when CFC-11 global mole fractions began decreasing 
even more slowly. In recent data (from mid-2015 to mid-2017), the 
mean rate of change for CFC-11 (−1.0 ± 0.2 p.p.t. yr−1, or −0.4 ± 0.1% 
yr−1) was about 50% slower than that observed during 2002–2012; 
it also was much slower than has been recently projected7 (Fig. 1). 
This slowdown was observed by all three measurement systems at 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
and it was accompanied by a 50% increase in the mean hemispheric 
mole-fraction difference measured for CFC-11 (Fig. 1, Extended Data 
Fig. 1). The last time that hemispheric differences and global rates of 
change of these magnitudes were observed for CFC-11 was nearly two 
decades ago (Fig. 1b, c). Other long-lived gases do not show changes in 
global rates or hemispheric differences that are as large or as sustained 
as those observed for CFC-11 (Extended Data Fig. 2).

For long-lived chemicals emitted primarily in the Northern 
Hemisphere, concentration differences between hemispheres are highly 
correlated with global emission rates, although these differences are also 
influenced by rates of air exchange between the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres and any hemispheric asymmetry in stratosphere– 
troposphere exchange (STE)9. Our analysis of other anthropogeni-
cally produced and emitted gases suggests no appreciable weakening 
in tropospheric Northern–Southern Hemisphere exchange in recent 
years (Extended Data Fig. 3), which indicates that the recent changes 
observed uniquely for CFC-11 are most likely to arise from a sustained 
increase in the net flux of CFC-11 to the troposphere of the Northern 
Hemisphere.

The slower global decline in CFC-11 mole fractions after 2012  
represents a perturbation of around 20% in the balance of CFC-11 
sources and sinks. When considered together, the observational 
evidence suggests an increase in CFC-11 emission in the Northern 
Hemisphere, a decrease in stratospheric loss rates or reduced STE  
primarily in the Northern Hemisphere, or some combination of these 
effects. When analysed with a three- or twelve-box model and con-
stant tropospheric and STE dynamics, measured global atmospheric 
changes suggest a steady decrease in emissions in the 15 years before 
2002 from a late-1980s peak of about 350 Gg yr−1; relatively constant 
emissions from 2002 to 2012 at 54 ± 3 Gg yr−1; and a mean emission 
rate during 2014–2016 of 67 ± 3 Gg yr−1, which is 13 ± 5 Gg yr−1  

1Global Monitoring Division, Earth System Research Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, CO, USA. 2Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental 
Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA. 3Chemical Sciences Division, Earth System Research Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder, CO, USA. 4A/gent 
Consultancy BV, Venlo, The Netherlands. 5School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK. 6United Kingdom Met Office, Exeter, UK. *e-mail: Stephen.A.Montzka@noaa.gov
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(or 25 ± 13%) above the 2002–2012 mean (Fig. 2; see Methods). The 
post-2012 hemispheric differences and emission magnitudes are  
similar to those derived for the late 1990s, and are well represented 
by the three-box model (Extended Data Fig. 4). These results indicate  
consistency in two separate features of the measurements (trend and 
distribution) for all recent years, and support the conclusion that 
Northern Hemisphere emissions of CFC-11 have increased, although 
they do not rule out some contribution from changing stratospheric 
processes or STE dynamics.

Additional evidence for increasing CFC-11 emissions in the 
Northern Hemisphere after 2012 is provided by data from the Mauna 
Loa Observatory (MLO) in Hawaii. These data reveal the emergence of 
greater variability in CFC-11 mole fractions and of strong correlations 
between mole fractions of CFC-11 and other chemicals emitted from 
anthropogenic activity (Fig. 3, Extended Data Figs. 5–7). Trends in 
tropospheric ozone measured at MLO have revealed a considerable 

influence of emissions from Eurasia in autumn, when stratospheric 
influences are relatively small10. Autumn measurements from MLO 
reveal strong correlations between mole fractions of CFC-11 and mole 
fractions of anthropogenically produced gases that are emitted in sub-
stantial quantities, particularly from eastern Asia1 (for example, HCFC-
22 and CH2Cl2), with slopes roughly consistent with relative emission 
rates derived elsewhere for this region11. Back-trajectory analyses con-
firm that MLO sampling events that reveal increased mole fractions 
of these chemicals are associated with increased sensitivity to surface 
emissions from eastern Asia. Although similarly high correlations have 
been observed every autumn since 2009 at MLO between mole frac-
tions of HCFC-22 and CH2Cl2 (and also between HCFC-22 and carbon 
monoxide), high correlations have been observed between CFC-11 and 
these pollution tracers only after 2012.

Although this evidence strongly suggests increased CFC-11 emis-
sions from eastern Asia after 2012, changes in the CFC-11 lifetime 
or STE dynamics could influence the magnitude of emissions derived 
with the simple model approach. Given that the strength of strato-
spheric circulation can vary (for example, after the year 200012,13), and 
considering recent documented changes in stratospheric transport 
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Fig. 2 | Global CFC-11 emission, reported production and implied 
release rate from CFC-11 banks. a, Production magnitudes reported 
to the United Nations Environment Programme4 (UNEP, green line) 
are compared to emissions derived from atmospheric data with a three-
box (black squares) or 12-box model (blue line) considering a 57.5-year 
lifetime (Extended Data Table 1). Also shown is an independent emission 
history, which is constrained by observations from NOAA and the 
Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment until the end of 2012, 
and thereafter is the WMO scenario projection1,7 (grey solid line; rescaled 
for a 57.5-year lifetime). Uncertainties on three-box emissions represent 
1 s.d. of the sum of squares of a bootstrap analysis plus the spread in 
estimates from several instruments (see Methods). b, The implied annual 
release fraction of CFC-11 from its banks, considering i) the UNEP 
production and three-box-derived emission histories in a (black squares; 
see Methods); ii) same as (i), but with the atmosphere-derived emission 
increase after 2012 reduced by 50% to represent potential dynamical 
contributions to that increase (blue dashed line in a and b); iii) a constant 
annual release fraction from the bank of 3.2% yr–1 after 2002 (grey dashed 
lines); and iv) constant emissions at 54 Gg yr−1 from 2002 to 2016 (red 
line). See also Extended Data Fig. 9. 

Fig. 1 | Observations of atmospheric CFC-11 over time. a, Hemispheric 
mean mole fractions estimated for the Northern (red lines) and Southern 
Hemispheres (blue lines); different shades of red or blue represent results 
from a total of three different instruments (see Methods). b, Inferred rate 
of change of the measured globally averaged mole fraction of CFC-11. 
c, Measured differences in hemispheric mean mole fraction of CFC-11 
(North Hemisphere − South Hemisphere). In b and c, colours represent 
results from flask GC–MS (brown lines), flask GC–ECD (green lines) and, 
in b only, in situ GC–ECDs (thick grey lines). In a and b, the numbered 
thin grey lines represent projections from recent World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) assessment scenarios (as global means) given the 
data available at the time the scenarios were created6,7,26. 
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(or 25 ± 13%) above the 2002–2012 mean (Fig. 2; see Methods). The 
post-2012 hemispheric differences and emission magnitudes are  
similar to those derived for the late 1990s, and are well represented 
by the three-box model (Extended Data Fig. 4). These results indicate  
consistency in two separate features of the measurements (trend and 
distribution) for all recent years, and support the conclusion that 
Northern Hemisphere emissions of CFC-11 have increased, although 
they do not rule out some contribution from changing stratospheric 
processes or STE dynamics.

Additional evidence for increasing CFC-11 emissions in the 
Northern Hemisphere after 2012 is provided by data from the Mauna 
Loa Observatory (MLO) in Hawaii. These data reveal the emergence of 
greater variability in CFC-11 mole fractions and of strong correlations 
between mole fractions of CFC-11 and other chemicals emitted from 
anthropogenic activity (Fig. 3, Extended Data Figs. 5–7). Trends in 
tropospheric ozone measured at MLO have revealed a considerable 

influence of emissions from Eurasia in autumn, when stratospheric 
influences are relatively small10. Autumn measurements from MLO 
reveal strong correlations between mole fractions of CFC-11 and mole 
fractions of anthropogenically produced gases that are emitted in sub-
stantial quantities, particularly from eastern Asia1 (for example, HCFC-
22 and CH2Cl2), with slopes roughly consistent with relative emission 
rates derived elsewhere for this region11. Back-trajectory analyses con-
firm that MLO sampling events that reveal increased mole fractions 
of these chemicals are associated with increased sensitivity to surface 
emissions from eastern Asia. Although similarly high correlations have 
been observed every autumn since 2009 at MLO between mole frac-
tions of HCFC-22 and CH2Cl2 (and also between HCFC-22 and carbon 
monoxide), high correlations have been observed between CFC-11 and 
these pollution tracers only after 2012.

Although this evidence strongly suggests increased CFC-11 emis-
sions from eastern Asia after 2012, changes in the CFC-11 lifetime 
or STE dynamics could influence the magnitude of emissions derived 
with the simple model approach. Given that the strength of strato-
spheric circulation can vary (for example, after the year 200012,13), and 
considering recent documented changes in stratospheric transport 
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Fig. 2 | Global CFC-11 emission, reported production and implied 
release rate from CFC-11 banks. a, Production magnitudes reported 
to the United Nations Environment Programme4 (UNEP, green line) 
are compared to emissions derived from atmospheric data with a three-
box (black squares) or 12-box model (blue line) considering a 57.5-year 
lifetime (Extended Data Table 1). Also shown is an independent emission 
history, which is constrained by observations from NOAA and the 
Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment until the end of 2012, 
and thereafter is the WMO scenario projection1,7 (grey solid line; rescaled 
for a 57.5-year lifetime). Uncertainties on three-box emissions represent 
1 s.d. of the sum of squares of a bootstrap analysis plus the spread in 
estimates from several instruments (see Methods). b, The implied annual 
release fraction of CFC-11 from its banks, considering i) the UNEP 
production and three-box-derived emission histories in a (black squares; 
see Methods); ii) same as (i), but with the atmosphere-derived emission 
increase after 2012 reduced by 50% to represent potential dynamical 
contributions to that increase (blue dashed line in a and b); iii) a constant 
annual release fraction from the bank of 3.2% yr–1 after 2002 (grey dashed 
lines); and iv) constant emissions at 54 Gg yr−1 from 2002 to 2016 (red 
line). See also Extended Data Fig. 9. 

Fig. 1 | Observations of atmospheric CFC-11 over time. a, Hemispheric 
mean mole fractions estimated for the Northern (red lines) and Southern 
Hemispheres (blue lines); different shades of red or blue represent results 
from a total of three different instruments (see Methods). b, Inferred rate 
of change of the measured globally averaged mole fraction of CFC-11. 
c, Measured differences in hemispheric mean mole fraction of CFC-11 
(North Hemisphere − South Hemisphere). In b and c, colours represent 
results from flask GC–MS (brown lines), flask GC–ECD (green lines) and, 
in b only, in situ GC–ECDs (thick grey lines). In a and b, the numbered 
thin grey lines represent projections from recent World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) assessment scenarios (as global means) given the 
data available at the time the scenarios were created6,7,26. 
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an increase in CFC emissions resulting from the decommissioning 
of buildings is anticipated to occur initially in developed countries 
in which most CFC-11 was used in the 1970s. However, atmospheric 
measurements suggest, for example, a decline in US emissions from 
2008 to 2014, which is consistent with inventories23 (a qualitative 
update suggests no substantial increases in emission after 2014). If 
reported production values are accurate, our results would require 
a doubling in the fractional release rate from CFC banks over the 
past 15 years and a substantial increase in emissions from banks 
since 2012, both of which seem improbable (Fig. 2b; Extended  
Data Fig. 9).

Inadvertent CFC-11 production is also possible from the fluorination 
of chlorinated methanes (for example, to produce HCFC-22), although 
we would expect this amount to be fairly small and that most, if not 
all, of the CFC-11 produced in this manner would be captured and 
recycled or destroyed.

These considerations suggest that the increased CFC-11 emis-
sions arise from new production not reported to UNEP’s Ozone 
Secretariat, which is inconsistent with the agreed phase-out of CFC 
production in the Montreal Protocol by 2010. Increased CFC-11 
emissions augment the long-lived chlorine burden of the atmosphere 
and stratospheric ozone depletion rates. The recent emission increase 
has slowed the decline in total tropospheric chlorine by around 3 
p.p.t. yr−1 (approximately 22% considering 2008 to 2013 mean rate1) 
over the past three years. Other threats to stratospheric ozone that 
have been identified recently are substantially smaller24 or relate to 
influences that could be reversed on short timescales11,25. This is the 
first time that emissions of one of the three most abundant, long-
lived CFCs have increased for a sustained period since production 
controls took effect in the late 1980s. A delay in ozone recovery and 
enhanced climate forcing is anticipated, with an overall importance 
depending on the trajectory of CFC-11 emissions and concentrations 
in the future.

Online content
Any Methods, including any statements of data availability and Nature Research 
reporting summaries, along with any additional references and Source Data files, 
are available in the online version of the paper at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-
018-0106-2.
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Fig. 4 | Rates of change and hemispheric differences in the mole 
fraction of CFC-11. a, Global rates of change of CFC-11 derived from 
observed (red symbols and lines; shaded region indicates 1 s.d. of 3-yr 
running mean in observations) or simulated (blue, green, black lines) mole 
fractions. Simulations were performed using the Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM) CCM, the MERRA2 reanalysis meteorology (MERRA, 
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications), and 
emission histories either from the three-box model (blue lines labelled 
E1) or E1 emissions kept constant at the 2012 rate after 2012 (green lines 
labelled CE). The simulation with the latest WMO emission projection1 
based on observations until the end of 2012 using the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and MERRA1 reanalysis is shown 
as the black line. Simulations were also performed with 2012 dynamics 
applied to years after 2012 (dashed blue and green lines, labelled FD for 
fixed dynamics). b, The change since 2010 in observed and simulated 

hemispheric mole fraction difference (north minus south) relative to 
the 2010–2012 mean (note expanded x-axis scale). Colours in common 
with panel a refer to results obtained with those same methodologies, 
although only flask results are considered in b. CCM-simulation results 
are labelled as x/y/z, where x refers to how global emissions derived from 
the three-box model were distributed spatially (E1 = Emission1, and so on; 
see Methods), y refers to the reanalysis meteorology (M2, MERRA2; M1, 
MERRA1) and z refers to the model used. Additional dotted grey lines in 
b represent results from simulations with CAM and MERRA2 in which 
the entire post-2012 emission increase derived in the three-box model 
was distributed evenly throughout Europe, the United States (US) or Asia 
(see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8). Observations are from flasks 
analysed by GC–ECD (red line, unfilled diamonds), GC–MS (red line, 
filled circles) and, in a only, in situ instrumentation (red line). 
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an increase in CFC emissions resulting from the decommissioning 
of buildings is anticipated to occur initially in developed countries 
in which most CFC-11 was used in the 1970s. However, atmospheric 
measurements suggest, for example, a decline in US emissions from 
2008 to 2014, which is consistent with inventories23 (a qualitative 
update suggests no substantial increases in emission after 2014). If 
reported production values are accurate, our results would require 
a doubling in the fractional release rate from CFC banks over the 
past 15 years and a substantial increase in emissions from banks 
since 2012, both of which seem improbable (Fig. 2b; Extended  
Data Fig. 9).

Inadvertent CFC-11 production is also possible from the fluorination 
of chlorinated methanes (for example, to produce HCFC-22), although 
we would expect this amount to be fairly small and that most, if not 
all, of the CFC-11 produced in this manner would be captured and 
recycled or destroyed.

These considerations suggest that the increased CFC-11 emis-
sions arise from new production not reported to UNEP’s Ozone 
Secretariat, which is inconsistent with the agreed phase-out of CFC 
production in the Montreal Protocol by 2010. Increased CFC-11 
emissions augment the long-lived chlorine burden of the atmosphere 
and stratospheric ozone depletion rates. The recent emission increase 
has slowed the decline in total tropospheric chlorine by around 3 
p.p.t. yr−1 (approximately 22% considering 2008 to 2013 mean rate1) 
over the past three years. Other threats to stratospheric ozone that 
have been identified recently are substantially smaller24 or relate to 
influences that could be reversed on short timescales11,25. This is the 
first time that emissions of one of the three most abundant, long-
lived CFCs have increased for a sustained period since production 
controls took effect in the late 1980s. A delay in ozone recovery and 
enhanced climate forcing is anticipated, with an overall importance 
depending on the trajectory of CFC-11 emissions and concentrations 
in the future.
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Fig. 4 | Rates of change and hemispheric differences in the mole 
fraction of CFC-11. a, Global rates of change of CFC-11 derived from 
observed (red symbols and lines; shaded region indicates 1 s.d. of 3-yr 
running mean in observations) or simulated (blue, green, black lines) mole 
fractions. Simulations were performed using the Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM) CCM, the MERRA2 reanalysis meteorology (MERRA, 
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications), and 
emission histories either from the three-box model (blue lines labelled 
E1) or E1 emissions kept constant at the 2012 rate after 2012 (green lines 
labelled CE). The simulation with the latest WMO emission projection1 
based on observations until the end of 2012 using the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and MERRA1 reanalysis is shown 
as the black line. Simulations were also performed with 2012 dynamics 
applied to years after 2012 (dashed blue and green lines, labelled FD for 
fixed dynamics). b, The change since 2010 in observed and simulated 

hemispheric mole fraction difference (north minus south) relative to 
the 2010–2012 mean (note expanded x-axis scale). Colours in common 
with panel a refer to results obtained with those same methodologies, 
although only flask results are considered in b. CCM-simulation results 
are labelled as x/y/z, where x refers to how global emissions derived from 
the three-box model were distributed spatially (E1 = Emission1, and so on; 
see Methods), y refers to the reanalysis meteorology (M2, MERRA2; M1, 
MERRA1) and z refers to the model used. Additional dotted grey lines in 
b represent results from simulations with CAM and MERRA2 in which 
the entire post-2012 emission increase derived in the three-box model 
was distributed evenly throughout Europe, the United States (US) or Asia 
(see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8). Observations are from flasks 
analysed by GC–ECD (red line, unfilled diamonds), GC–MS (red line, 
filled circles) and, in a only, in situ instrumentation (red line). 
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an increase in CFC emissions resulting from the decommissioning 
of buildings is anticipated to occur initially in developed countries 
in which most CFC-11 was used in the 1970s. However, atmospheric 
measurements suggest, for example, a decline in US emissions from 
2008 to 2014, which is consistent with inventories23 (a qualitative 
update suggests no substantial increases in emission after 2014). If 
reported production values are accurate, our results would require 
a doubling in the fractional release rate from CFC banks over the 
past 15 years and a substantial increase in emissions from banks 
since 2012, both of which seem improbable (Fig. 2b; Extended  
Data Fig. 9).

Inadvertent CFC-11 production is also possible from the fluorination 
of chlorinated methanes (for example, to produce HCFC-22), although 
we would expect this amount to be fairly small and that most, if not 
all, of the CFC-11 produced in this manner would be captured and 
recycled or destroyed.

These considerations suggest that the increased CFC-11 emis-
sions arise from new production not reported to UNEP’s Ozone 
Secretariat, which is inconsistent with the agreed phase-out of CFC 
production in the Montreal Protocol by 2010. Increased CFC-11 
emissions augment the long-lived chlorine burden of the atmosphere 
and stratospheric ozone depletion rates. The recent emission increase 
has slowed the decline in total tropospheric chlorine by around 3 
p.p.t. yr−1 (approximately 22% considering 2008 to 2013 mean rate1) 
over the past three years. Other threats to stratospheric ozone that 
have been identified recently are substantially smaller24 or relate to 
influences that could be reversed on short timescales11,25. This is the 
first time that emissions of one of the three most abundant, long-
lived CFCs have increased for a sustained period since production 
controls took effect in the late 1980s. A delay in ozone recovery and 
enhanced climate forcing is anticipated, with an overall importance 
depending on the trajectory of CFC-11 emissions and concentrations 
in the future.

Online content
Any Methods, including any statements of data availability and Nature Research 
reporting summaries, along with any additional references and Source Data files, 
are available in the online version of the paper at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-
018-0106-2.
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Fig. 4 | Rates of change and hemispheric differences in the mole 
fraction of CFC-11. a, Global rates of change of CFC-11 derived from 
observed (red symbols and lines; shaded region indicates 1 s.d. of 3-yr 
running mean in observations) or simulated (blue, green, black lines) mole 
fractions. Simulations were performed using the Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM) CCM, the MERRA2 reanalysis meteorology (MERRA, 
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications), and 
emission histories either from the three-box model (blue lines labelled 
E1) or E1 emissions kept constant at the 2012 rate after 2012 (green lines 
labelled CE). The simulation with the latest WMO emission projection1 
based on observations until the end of 2012 using the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and MERRA1 reanalysis is shown 
as the black line. Simulations were also performed with 2012 dynamics 
applied to years after 2012 (dashed blue and green lines, labelled FD for 
fixed dynamics). b, The change since 2010 in observed and simulated 

hemispheric mole fraction difference (north minus south) relative to 
the 2010–2012 mean (note expanded x-axis scale). Colours in common 
with panel a refer to results obtained with those same methodologies, 
although only flask results are considered in b. CCM-simulation results 
are labelled as x/y/z, where x refers to how global emissions derived from 
the three-box model were distributed spatially (E1 = Emission1, and so on; 
see Methods), y refers to the reanalysis meteorology (M2, MERRA2; M1, 
MERRA1) and z refers to the model used. Additional dotted grey lines in 
b represent results from simulations with CAM and MERRA2 in which 
the entire post-2012 emission increase derived in the three-box model 
was distributed evenly throughout Europe, the United States (US) or Asia 
(see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8). Observations are from flasks 
analysed by GC–ECD (red line, unfilled diamonds), GC–MS (red line, 
filled circles) and, in a only, in situ instrumentation (red line). 
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Could Dynamical Changes Have Affected the CFC-11 Growth Rate?
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A Path Towards More Useful CFC Scenarios
John Daniel (NOAA, CSD) and Lucy Carpenter (University of York)

CONCLUSIONS
1. Improved confidence in emissions estimated from observations

2. Revised bottom-up banks

3. Understanding of how much of the new production is going into 
atmosphere vs. applications

4. Are we confident the emissions and production has been fully 
identified? Are unexpected emissions coming from multiple areas?

5. The CFC-12 question…


